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ABSTRACT

The potential energy and spectroscopic constants of the ground and many excited states of the Be+ He
van der Waals system have been investigated using a one-electron pseudo-potential approach, which
is used to replace the effect of the Be2+ core and the electron-He interactions by effective potentials.
Furthermore, the core–core interactions are incorporated. This permits the reduction of the number
of active electrons of the Be+ He van der Waals system to only one electron. Therefore, the potential
energy of the ground state as well as the excited states is performed at the SCF level and considering the spin–orbit interaction. The core–core interaction for Be2+ He ground state is included using
accurate CCSD (T) calculations. Then, the spectroscopic properties of the Be+ He electronic states are
extracted and compared with the previous theoretical and experimental studies. This comparison
has shown a very good agreement for the ground and the first excited states. Moreover, the transition dipole moment has been determined for a large and dense grid of internuclear distances including the spin orbit effect. In addition, a vibrational spacing analysis for the Be2+ He and Be+ He ground
states is performed to extract the He atomic polarisability.

Introduction
Experimental and theoretical investigations of alkali
dimers and alkaline earth interacting with rare gas atoms
have attracted researchers. The study of these systems is
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mainly inspired by a desire to obtain information about
interactions potentials, which have a great interest in the
upper atmosphere [1,2], in biological processes [3] and in
industrial applications [4,5].
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In the ground state, there are very weak interactions
between the closed shell atoms, while much stronger electronic bonding can be found in the excited states. The
ground and several excited states of these systems have
been studied by various methods, ab initio and semiempirical [6–11], and with model potentials [12–20] or
pseudo-potential [21–27] methods.
For the alkaline earth atoms, most of the experiments have been performed for Ca, Sr and Ba interacting
with rage gas atoms. In particular, for the barium atom
pressure-broadening effects were measured by Kielkopf
[28], Harima et al. [29], Ehrlacher and Huennekens [30]
and Kanorsky et al. [31]. Breckenridge and Merrow [32]
and Visticot et al. [33] studied spin-changing collisions.
However, polarisation effects were investigated by Alford
et al. [34], Visticot et al. [35] and Ni et al. [36].
To our best knowledge, there have been no experimental studies on the Be+ -He nor Be+ -Ne species, because
the experimental characterisation of these states would
be difficult as well as dangerous, given the extremely toxic
nature of Be dust. A preliminary study reported the observation of an unidentified emission in a microwave discharge of BeCl2 in Ar [37]. Later work identified the
spectrum as being due to Be+ -Ar [38] with the mechanism for production of such species. This has been discussed in the work of Subbaram et al. [38] and also by
Goble et al. [39]. Follow-on studies also identified the
spectra of Be+ -Kr [38] and Be+ -Xe [40]. The analysis of
high-resolution spectra for Be+ -Ar [41] and Be+ -Kr [42]
allowed the determination of precise spectroscopic constants for the ground and first excited states.
From the theoretical point of view, the ground state
potentials of alkaline-earth atoms interacting with the
rare-gas atoms are not known very well, especially in the
well region. As part of a wider study of the interactions
between singly and doubly charged first row cations with
He, Frenking et al. [43,44] have reported the results of
MP4(SDTQ) calculations employing 6-311G(2df, 2pd)
basis sets. Leung and Breckenridge [45] have reported
spectroscopic constants for Be+ -He and Be+ -Ne at the
QCISD(T) level of calculation using quite large basis sets,
both for the ground and some excited states. In addition, Be+ -He has been studied by Bu et al. [46,47] at the
MP2/6-311+G(3df,3pd) level as part of a study investigating Be+ Hen clusters. In addition, we note that the spectroscopic data from the emission spectroscopy studies
[38,40–42] have been employed to investigate the potential and interactions in the Be+ -RG species [48–51].
The objectives of the present study are to determine
the potential energy interaction of the Be2+ -He doubly charged system using the Molpro program; and to
evaluate the potential energy curves for the ground and
excited states of Be+ He. The accurate produced Be2+ He

potential interaction and a simple model that reduce the
singly charged molecule to a one valence electron system will be used for this purpose. From these curves, we
will extract the spectroscopic constants: equilibrium distance Re , potential well depth De , vibrational constant ωe ,
anharmonic constant ωe χ e , rotational constant Be and
vertical transition energy Te . The comparison of these
constants with the other available results can prove the
accuracy of our results and validate the used model. Furthermore, transition dipole moments are also performed
and a vibrational spacing analysis is realised to evaluate
the He atom polarisability. In addition the accurate potential energy interactions between Be2+ -He and Be+ -He are
under use in our group to study the interaction and solvation of the ionic system Be2+ and Be+ with/in He droplets.

2. Method of calculation
As in our previous works on CsAr [26], RbAr [27]
and FrAr [52], the calculation of energies of alkaline earth, interacting with rare-gas atoms using
Born−Oppenheimer approximation requires solving
the electronic Schrodinger equation. Pseudo-potentials,
initially proposed by Barthelat and Durand [53], are
used to restrict the number of active electrons to be
effectively treated in the system to one active electron for
the ionic molecule Be+ He. The core polarisation pseudopotentials VCCP are incorporated using the l-dependent
formulation of Foucrault et al. [54] generalising the initial
method of Müller and Meyer [55]. For each atom (λ =
Be or He) the core polarisation effects are described by
the effective potential:
VCPP = −

1 →→
αλ f λ f λ
2 λ

(1)

where α λ is the electric dipole polarisability of atomic
→

core λ and fλ is the electric field created at centre λ produced by the valence electrons and all other cores. The
latter is modified by the l-dependant cut-off function F as
defined in Ref. [54] by

F (riλ , ρλ ) =

+l
∞ 




Fl riλ , ρλl |lmλ lmλ|

(2)

l=0 m=−l

where |lmλ is the spherical harmonic centred on λ, and
the cut-off Fl is written as


Fl riλ , ρλl




=

0,
1,

riλ ρλ
riλ ρλ

(3)
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Table . Calculated and experimental energy levels for
Be+ in cm− . |E| the diﬀerence between the experimental [] and our theoretical values.
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For the Beryllium atom we used the same contracted basis
of Farjallah et al. [56] used recently to study the beryllium
hydride ion (BeH)+ . For the He atom, we used the same
uncontracted (3s/2p) basis as in reference [57]. The use
of a basis set on the He atom is indispensable to treat the
steric distortion of the Be+ valence orbitals, which results
from their orthogonality with the rare-gas closed shells,
represented by the pseudo-potential. Since there are no
active electrons on the helium atom, the exponents were
determined in order to provide correct overlap with the
3s and 2p orbitals of He, and to extend toward the diffuse
range.
In the present work, the cores polarisability α λ of Be2+
and He are α Be2+ = 0.0519a30 [55] and α He = 1.3834a30
[58], respectively, and the optimised cut-off parameters
for the lowest valence s, p and d one-electron states of the
Be atom are 0.889, 0.882, and 1.14 a.u., respectively.
The calculated ionisation potential and the differences
of the lowest atomic energy levels from the ground state
of the Be+ ion are listed in Table 1 and compared with
the experimental data [59]. The largest absolute error is
46 cm−1 , which is found for the 2p atomic levels.
The e-He interaction effects have been replaced by a
semi-local pseudo-potential. In this case, we have interpolated the numerical pseudo-potential given by Czuhaj
et al. [60] using the analytical form according to
Wl (r) = exp(−αr2 )

n


Ci rni

(4)

i=1

3

The pseudo-potential parameters α, Ci , and ni of He are
obtained for different values of l (l = 0 s orbital and l =
1p orbital). They are listed in Ref. [64] for Mg+ He.
In the calculation of Be+ He, the core–core interaction
corresponding to the interaction between the Be2+ core
and the He atom is needed because the total energy is
obtained by addition of the core–core energy and the
electronic energy resulting from the one-electron SCF
ab initio calculations. The Be2+ -He potential considered
as core−core interaction is obtained from our calculation at the coupled clusters with the iterative treatment of
the single and double excitation amplitudes and the perturbative treatment of triples (CCSD (T)) level of theory
as implemented in the Molpro program [61–63]. Standard aug-cc-pvqz and aug-cc-pv5z basis sets are used
for the Be and the He atoms, respectively. The Be2+ -He
ground state spectroscopic constants are extracted and
summarised in Table 2. The better agreement is obtained
with the spectroscopic constants found by Ref. [43]. This
good agreement is observed for the equilibrium distance
as well as the well depth. Our equilibrium distance Re of
1.44 Å compares very well with the 1.428 Å of Ref. [43].
Similarly, our binding energy of 7358 cm−1 is close to
that of Ref. [43] of 7574.5 cm−1 . In contrast, the spectroscopic constants of Ref. [44] are underestimated for
Re and overestimated for De . In this case the comparison of IE`s of Be and Be+ and the IE of He suggests
that Be is really expected to be doubly charged in Be2+ He
species. The accuracy of the Be2+ He ground state potential energy is crucial for the study of the Be+ He and
BeHe. The precision of all electronic states of the latter will depend on it. For a better representation of the
doubly charged ground state, we calculated the potential energy for a wide and dense range of internuclear
distances. In addition, to improve the representation of
the potential in the region of interest for the Be+ He simply charged system, the Be2+ He potential energy curve
is fitted using the analytical form of Tang and Toennies [64]. This potential is the sum of three terms, an
exponential short-range repulsion Aeff exp(−bR) (with
A = 51.4088 a.u. and b = 2.26725 a.u.), a longrange −D6 R−6 − D8 R−8 − D10 R−10 − D12 R−12 attractive

Table . Spectroscopic constants: equilibrium distance Re , potential
well depth De , vibrational constant ωe , anharmonic constant ωe χ e
and rotational constant Be compared with the available results for the
ground state of Be+ He.
Re (Å)

De (cm− )

ωe (cm− )

ωe χ e (cm− )

Be (cm− )

Reference
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.
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Figure . Comparison between the analytical potential using the
Tang and Toennies [] form and the original CCSD (T) one for the
ground state of the Be+ He.

term (with D6 = 92.3242 a.u., D8 = −421.977 a.u.,
D10 = 806.761 a.u. and D12 = −611.176 a.u.) and
the helium polarisation contribution −1/2αHe R−4 (with
α He = 1.3834 a30 [58]). Figure 1 presents the numerical potential of Be2+ He compared to the analytical one.
We have shown on this figure the relative importance of
the different terms of the analytical potential VBe2+He (R).
The difference between the analytical and the numerical potentials for all internuclear distances did not exceed
10−5 a.u., which is smaller than 3 cm−1 .

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Potential energy curves and spectroscopic
constants
There are various interesting aspects in the potential
energy curves of the ionic or neutral alkaline earth interacting with a rare-gas atom. In this work and using the
pseudo-potential method, we have determined the potential energy curves of 15 electronic states of 2  + , 2 and
2
 symmetries for the ionic molecule Be+ He dissociating
into Be+ (2s, 2p, 3s, 3p and 3d) + He. The potential energy
curves have been calculated for a large and dense grid of
intermolecular distance from 2.0 to 200 a.u.
The 2  + electronic states are displayed in Figure 2,
while the 2 , 2  states are displayed in Figure 3. We

Figure . Potential energy curves of the electronic states   + of
the Be+ He ion.

note that the potential energy curves of B2  + and A2
states dissociating into Be+ (2p) + He limits tend to the
same asymptotic energy. The ground state is weakly
bound with a well depth of 209 cm−1 , located at Re =
5.91 a.u. The B2  + state dissociating into Be+ (2p) + He,
which is mostly repulsive, has a minimum located at large
internuclear distance Re = 8.12 a.u. Most of the other
excited states are more attractive compared to the X2  +
and B2  + states. They have potential wells of hundreds
of cm−1 located at internuclear distances, which are close
to that of the ionic system Be2+ He (Re = 2.72 a.u.).
A very remarkable behaviour is observed in the potential energy curves for the highly Rydberg excited electronic states 52  + and 82  + . These states, exhibit potential barriers, which can be explained by the repulsive
interaction between the electron and the helium atom.
Various states present a double-well structure; however, the second well is almost invisible because it is shallow and located at a large distance. For example, for the
62  + state the second well depth and equilibrium distance are De = 1 cm−1 at an internuclear distance of
27.5 a.u. This structure is the result of the high penetration of Helium atom in the electronic cloud through
the Rydberg electron in these states. That gives rise to an
inner well assigned to the equilibrium between attractive
and repulsive forces. Contrary to other states, the second
excited state B2  + is almost repulsive, since it has a shallow well (De = 44 cm−1 ) compared to the other 2  + states
such as the 32  + for which De = 3821 cm−1 .

MOLECULAR PHYSICS

Figure . Potential energy curves of the electronic states 

 of the Be+ He ion.

and

We also observe various avoided crossings between
the excited states, which are associated with the interplay between repulsive and attractive effects. This produces avoided crossings between the 52  + and 62  + and
72  + and 82  + states as they dissociate to the Be+ (3d) +
He, Be+ (4s) + He, Be+ (4p) + He and Be+ (4d) + He limits,
respectively.
To verify the accuracy of our calculated potential
energy curves for the 15 studied states, we have derived
their spectroscopic constants: the equilibrium distance
(Re ), the well depth (De ), the vertical transition energy
(Te ), the harmonic frequency (ωe ), the anharmonic constant (ωe xe ) and the rotational constant (Be ). They are
extracted for all studied states from their numerical
potential energy curves data. These spectroscopic constants, for the ground and the low-lying states, are presented in Table 3 and compared with the available theoretical works.
To our best knowledge, there is no experimental data
on the ground and higher excited states of the Be+ He
system that have been published to date. As can be seen
in Table 3 for Be+ He, our Re and ωe values, using the
pseudo-potential approach, are in excellent agreement
with the constants given by Frenking et al. [43,44]. The
differences between our and their results are 0.0 a.u and
1.4 cm−1 for Re and ωe , respectively. The anharmonic
constant ωe χ e and rotational constant Be have been

5

determined by Gardner et al. [65] and the comparison
shows a rather good agreement. Our results for the same
state (X2  + ) are in reasonable agreement with the more
recent theoretical calculations of Leung and Brekenridge
[45]. However, our well depth, De , is overestimated compared with available theoretical calculations.
In addition to the pseudo-potential calculations performed for Be+ He, the ground state potential energy
(X2  + ) for this ionic molecule is also investigated using
the coupled cluster simple, double and triple excitation
(RCCSD(T)) theory as implemented in the Molpro program [61–63]. Moreover, the CASPT3 method is also
used to determine the potential energy curves of the
ground X2  + , B2  + , and several more excited states.
These potential energy curves are presented in Figures
4 and 5 for ,  and  symmetries. In Figure 6 we
compare the potential energy curve of the ground state,
X2  + , obtained using the RCCSD(T), CASPT3 and the
pseudo-potential methods. As it seems from this figure
the agreement between the CASPT3 and the pseudopotential calculations is better than the RCCSD(T). The
spectroscopic constants extracted from the curves of the
three calculations for the ground state X2  + (see Table
3) are in general good agreement. The differences for Re
and De between our pseudo-potential and CASPT3 calculations are 15 cm−1 and 0.27 a.u., respectively. There is
a good agreement between our two calculations for the
ground state. Although a better agreement is observed
between our RCCSD(T) calculation and Ref. [45], as we
found for Re = 5,57 a.u. and De = 127 cm−1 and they
found Re = 5.54 a.u. and De = 124 cm−1 , both calculations seem to be underestimating the dissociation energy
as well as the equilibrium distance. An excellent agreement is observed between the well depth De obtained with
the CASPT3 (De = 43.9 cm−1 ) and the pseudo-potential
approach (De = 44 cm−1 ) for the B2  + state. In fact, we
used the CASPT method to study some excited states of
Be+ He and to validate the pseudo-potential approach for
the ground state as well for the excited states. Standard
aug-cc-pvqz and aug-cc-pv5z basis sets were used for Be
and He, respectively.
The spectroscopic constants of the 2 and 2  states
are also gathered in Table 3, where they are compared with other theoretical predictions [43,45]. The
first excited state A2 exhibits a potential well depth of
5264 cm−1 located at 3.0 a.u., which is in accordance with
the one found by Frenking et al. [43] of 5460 cm−1 located
at 2.68 a.u. Our results for this state are also in good agreement with the theoretical values obtained by Ref. [45] (see
Table 3).
The spin–orbit interaction is determined for the A2
and B2  + molecular states using the atomic spin–orbit
constant ξ 2p = 6.57 cm−1 . However, this constant is
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Table . Spectroscopic constant for the   + ,  and   states of Be+ He
MOlecule (Re in atomic units, De , Te , ωe , ωe χ e and Be in cm− ).
States
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very small, which leads to insignificant correction on
the energy and the molecular constants. Therefore, the
spin−orbit coupling has no effect on the spectroscopic
constant of Be+ He because they remain the same when
this correction is included. To our best knowledge, there
are neither theoretical nor experimental references to
compare with for the highest excited 2  + , 2 and 2 
states, which have been studied here for the first time.

3.2. Vibrational analysis and transition dipole
moment
The vibrational energy levels of the Be2+ He (11  + ) and
Be+ He (12  + ) ground states have been determined using
the Numerov algorithm. In Table 4, we report the vibrational energy level spacings for the X1  + and X2  +
ground states of Be2+ He and Be+ He. We remark that

Figure . (Colour online) Potential energy curves of the electronic states   + of the Be+ He ion using the CASPT method.
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Table . Vibrational energy level spacing (E (υ)–E (υ–
)) (in cm− ) for the X  + of Be+ He and X  + of Be+ He
ground states.
Be+ He

Figure . (Colour online) Potential energy curves of the electronic
states  and   of the Be+ He ion using the CASPT method.

Figure . (Colour online) Potential energy curves of the ground
excited state X  + of the Be+ He ion using the pseudo-potential,
RCCSD(T) and CASPT methods.

the ground state of the Be2+ He (11  + ) system presents
more vibrational levels than Be+ He (12  + ), which can be
explained by the difference in the well depths. A vibrational energy level spacing analysis will be performed for
the ground state of the both ionic molecules Be2+ He and
Be+ He to estimate the atomic polarisability of the helium

Be+ He

υ

This work

υ

This work























.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.






.
.
.
.

atom, which is determined in this study using three different methods. First, we use the semi-classical approximation, which gives additional information on the longrange potential through an analysis of the preliminary
vibrational level progression and based on the remarkable adequacy of the linear fit of Equation (4) cited in Ref.
[67] for LiK+ molecule. The (Eν − D)1/4 functions for the
Be2+ He and Be+ He ground states are shown in Figure 7.
According to the latter relation, a plot of (Eν − D)1/4 versus υ should be purely linear. Second, the polarisability of
He atom is determined by an analytical fit of our potential energy curves. Third, it is determined using a pure ab
initio calculation at MP2/aug-cc-pv5z and CCSD(T)/augcc-dav6z level using the Molpro program. In Figure 8,
we present a comparison between the ab initio potential
energies and the long-range analytical fitting for X1  +
and X2  + ground states of the Be2+ He and Be+ He systems. An excellent agreement between the two curves is
observed at long-range internuclear distances.
The found values of α are presented in Table 5 and
compared with the other theoretical [58,67–74] works. As
it seems a general agreement between the different works
is observed for the He atom. Our polarisabilities for the
He ground state obtained by pure ab initio analytical fitting (1.3856 a.u.) is in excellent agreement with the theoretical [66–74] values. A similar good accord is obtained
with our ab initio MP2 calculation (1.359479 a.u.).
The quality of the required optical spectra is largely
based on the accuracy of the computationally generated
potential energy curves and transition dipole moment.
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Figure . Comparison between the ab initio calculated and the long-range analytical potential energies for X  + and X  + ground states
of the Be+ He and Be+ He systems.

Table . Comparison of our static dipole polarisabilitie (in a.u.) of He (in their ground states)
with the available theoretical and experimental
works.
.
.,
.,
.,
.
.,
.,
.,
.
.
.
.

This worka
This workb
This workc
This workd
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

a polarisability of He using analytical ﬁt, b polarisability
of He using vibrational level, c polarisability of He

using Molpro at MP/aug-cc-davz level,
d polarability of He using Molpro at

Figure . Plot of (Eν − D)1/4 versus υ for X  + and X  + ground
states of the Be+ He and Be+ He systems.

The computations of the potential curves and dipole
moments are performed over the interval 2  R  200 a.u.
for all considered electronic states. The corresponding
transition dipole moments  + − and  + − + , related
to the transitions from the ground X2  + state to the
excited A2 and B2  + states, respectively, are computed
using the wave functions issued from the one-electron
SCF calculations. The accuracy of such dipole moment
function will validate again the used model in this study,
especially for the excited states.
Figure 9 presents the transition dipole moments, as a
function of internuclear distance, from the ground state

CCSD(T)/aug-cc-davz level.

to the A2 and B2  + states. We note that the transition
dipole moment between the X2  + and B2  + states has
a maximum of 1.32 a.u. located at a distance of 7.0 a.u.
At large distances, the transition dipole from the ground
state to both A2 and B2  + states corresponds to a pure
atomic transition, Be+ (2s)−Be+ (2p) that equals 1.311 a.u.
The transition dipole moments from the ground state to
the higher 22 and 32  + excited states are presented in
Figure 10. We note that the transitions from the X +
to the 32  + states have two maxima located at 2.24
and 2.67 a.u. In addition, the transition dipole from the
ground state to both 22 and 32  + states tends to two
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due to the small spin–orbit constant, which is equal to
6.57 cm−1 .

4. Conclusion

Figure . Transition dipole moment from the X  + to the higher
excited states A and B  + of Be+ He.

Figure . Transition dipole moment from the X  + to the higher
excited states  and   + of Be+ He.

constants 0.29 and −0.0016 a.u., respectively. The dipole
moment including the spin–orbit interaction has been
also computed. However, no difference in the absence of
this effect, as expected, is observed. Once more, this is

In this study, we have computed the ground state potential
interaction between Be2+ or Be+ with the neutral helium
atom using the Molpro suite of programs [62,63] at CCSD
(T) level of calculations. The spectroscopic constants for
the ground state were compared with available spectroscopic data showing that such calculations are too accurate to be used for modelling the interaction between Be+
and the helium atom in the ground state as well as in
the higher excited states where data are quite square. The
aim of using this model is to provide accurate interaction
potential for the first time that can be used for further
simulations and applications.
Using the accurate core–core potential interaction and
the simple model developed and used in the previous
studies, we performed one-electron SCF study for nearly
15 electronic states for the Be+ He molecule. We have
performed one calculation using the pseudo-potential
technique and core polarisation potential correction. The
core–core Be2+ He potential interactions were fitted to
a Tang and Toennies [64] analytical form for a better
description at intermediate distances where the minimum of several states of Be+ He are located. The potential
energy curves have been performed for a large and dense
grid of internuclear distances varying from 2 to 200 a.u.
The spectroscopic constants of the (1–8) 2 + , (1–5) 2 ,
(1-2) 2  electronic states have been extracted and compared with the available theoretical [43–45,65] works. A
very good agreement is observed for the X2  + ground
state with the theoretical works. Our result for the A2
excited states was compared with the work of Frenking
et al. [43]. Such comparison has shown a good agreement
for the equilibrium distance and well depth. However, the
spectroscopic constants of many higher excited states are
presented in this study for the first time. These states have
shown undulations related to avoided crossings or undulating orbitals of the atomic Rydberg states. To our best
knowledge, there have been no experimental studies on
the Be+ -He ground state and higher excited states.
The comparison of the potential curves for the Be2+ He,
+
Be He, molecules clearly shows the repulsive character of the electron−helium interaction, particularly in
2 +
 symmetries when orbitals along the molecular axis
are involved. For the 2 and 2  symmetries, the repulsive effects are weaker since orbitals perpendicular to
the molecular axis are involved. The accurate data produced for the ground state of the Be2+ He and Be + He
ionic dimers will be used to generalise structural and
dynamical studies of large Be2+ Hen and Be+ Hen clusters
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and immersion of the Be2+ and Be+ ions into helium
nano-droplets. However, the results of the excited states
of the Be+ He dimer will be used to investigate the
broadening effect of the Be+ spectrum by collision with
the He gas. This will stimulate experimental investigations for these dimers and clusters.
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